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1. CALL TO ORDER
Commissioner Cox called the meeting to order at 9:02am.
2. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
The pledge was recited.
3. ROLL CALL OF COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Charlie Cox - Present
Darin Elmore - Not Present (not a member of this committee)
Micheal Gerow - Not Present (not a member of this committee)
Jon Griggs - Present
Paul Jackson - Present (not a member of this committee)
Gary Lambert - Present
Kerry Lee - Present
Jim Richardson - Not Present (not a member of this committee)
Sue Baker - Not Present (not a member of this committee)
Gregory McKay – Present
Commissioner Cox provided an explanation of why the Public Workshop was cancelled and a
commission meeting being held in its place. Due to the Administrative Rule Process, one of the steps
that must be taken before holding a Public Workshop is having a Small Business Impact Statement and
he hopes to get that accomplished today. Commissioner Lee asks for an explanation of the Small
Business Impact Statement. Commissioner Cox continues and explains that the commission must
determine whether the regulation is likely to pose a significant economic burden upon small
businesses, explain how the commission came to that conclusion and what public comments were
considered. The small business impact statement can be as simple as "it does not affect small
businesses because a small business cannot apply for the grants." The Public Workshop can be held

after the wording has been received back from LCB. After the Public Workshop, then there will be a
Public Hearing. The goal for today is to agree on some language, take a vote, and get it passed onto
the full commission. Commissioner Lee asked if it would make sense if the Workshop should come
before the wording went to LCB, due to the fact that the Workshop is when the public gives their
input. AG Hastings agrees that the workshop should happen before the draft goes to LCB.
Commissioner Lee states that today the committee needs to produce wording that can be presented to
the full commission, then the full commission will either approve or deny the wording. Then those
approved regulations would continue onto a workshop and then go onto the LCB. AG Hastings agrees
and states, after LCB conducts the initial review of the draft then there has to be a Public Hearing.
After the Public Hearing the wording then returns to LCB for finalization. Discussion further ensued
between Commissioner Jackson, Commission Cox and AG Hastings in regards to when to hold the
different meetings.
4. PUBLIC COMMENT
Carson: Larry Calkins, Nevada 4 Wheel Drive Association - He emailed all of the commissioners except
for Commissioner Lee. He wrote a letter suggesting the procedure for the grant guide, grant
distribution, something simple that would go into the rule making without specific dates and goes off
of when money becomes available from DMV. The letter was read into public comment; this is listed as
Article 1. The letter was submitted for public record.
Doug Holcomb, Pine Nuts Mountain Trail Association - He emailed the regulations committee the
following letter. He read the letter into public comment; this is listed as Article 2. The letter was
submitted for public record.
Leo Drumm, BLM - He stated a couple of comments in regards to the draft regulations, they centered
around the control and tenure of the lands and the term “management responsibility” over public
lands. Under Eligible Applicants #8, the first sentence, A non-profit organization is deem to have
management responsibility over public lands when a written agreement exists between then non-profit
organization and the public land management agency. He has not talked to a solicitor about this, but
feels that this may raise some eyebrows with Federal Land Management Agencies. In that they would
not turn over any management responsibilities of public lands simply through an agreement. He can
see this as being a hindrance to any grants being awarded to any projects on public lands.
Commissioner Cox states that a non-profit group will not have management responsibilities over the
public lands. The agreement would be, a non-profit group will have an agreement with BLM or the
forest service, which ever land the particular project is intended for. The message that the
commission is trying to get across is, to make sure the group went to the proper agency, got permission
and has a plan. Mr. Drumm agrees, it was the terminology that he felt could cause some possible
problems. He feels that rewording it with the stated intentions would be acceptable. That would be
the process that he would like to see. Next, under General Guidelines and Rules, applicants must have
control and tenure to the property to be awarded grant funds either by ownership, lease, easement,
special use agreement or long term interest in the property at the time of submitted grant. There is
only one way that they could actually transfer control and tenure of public land and that is through the
recreation and public purposes act. It is a very long and involved process. Once again this could
possibly stop some projects on public lands if the applicant is required to have control and tenure over
the property. So there might be room for just an agreement with the land owner that this project
could continue, probably the same one as previous. Commissioner Lambert asked if Mr. Drumm had any

sample language that he would like to see in those locations. Mr. Drumm responded that he has some
terminology and language that he could work on. Commissioner McKay asked, if #8 could say, a nonprofit organization is deemed to be eligible when a written agreement exists between the non-profit
and the public land management. Mr. Drumm agrees, as long as management responsibility over public
lands clause is removed. Commissioner McKay asks, under General Guidelines and Rules under #1,
could it just say applicants can be eligible to be awarded grant funds with those other terms. Mr.
Drumm states that wording would be fine, as long as there some type of agreement between the
applicant, the commission and the land owner. Commissioner Jackson asked if there was a definition
of non-profit from the BLM? Mr. Drumm talked to several people and the term non-profit is used a lot
in their agreements and partnership language. The only restrictions are if they are transferring federal
funds, they have to a 501C3 non-profit. But they can enter into partnerships with virtually any
organization and they do. Commissioner Jackson asked if it has to be non-profit. The reason being, if a
group was to come in and do mapping, for example but they were a for profit organization. And they
came to the commission for a grant and the commission felt it was a good idea. Would they still be
able to get an agreement from the BLM to be able to do certain work? Mr. Drumm stated that he would
have to research that further and see if they would consider that to be a contract under federal
regulations.
Scott Gerz, Nevada Trail Stewards - He would like to make a quick statement. He feels that it is
important to understand all of the time and effort that has come out of the group of OHV community
that you see behind him today. They have held a couple of their own grant sessions and strategy
meetings that they were trying to go over what has been released from the commission, what has
happened in the past, and where they are looking to go in the future. So they have spent a lot of time
and a lot of effort to be volunteers here. He wants to take a moment to make sure that the commission
understands that the people behind him are really looking forward to working with the commission and
making sure that everyone is all on the same page. There was a lot of discussion in the grant session
that they held to discuss where things were going and the biggest concern definitely became about
arbitrary awarding grants. He feels that was already stated today by the Pine Nuts Association and the
Nevada 4 Wheel Drive Association and he wants to make sure that it is taken care of.
No public comment in Las Vegas.
5. DEVELOPMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS
d.) The development of a "business-impact" statement, required for such regulations under
NRS 233B
Commissioner Lambert stated that he has done some studying in regards to the business impact in
regards to OHV. The commission has a number that they know that OHV has represented in the past
and they know that their activities benefit the state of Nevada small business communities. He
believes that the net impact is entirely positive and that they will be generating additional revenue for
the state. Commissioner Cox agrees, he does not feel that any part of these regulations has a negative
effect on small businesses. That could be the Small Business Impact Statement, but feels that it needs
to be discussed thoroughly to see if there are any other opinions. He would like to have the Attorney
General's opinion. Commissioner Jackson asked if it would be possible to add a statement such as, "the
commission will not issue grants that would have a negative impact on small business." That would
help to resolve any problems. Since there are no regulations yet, the commission cannot say what they
will or will not do. What could be said is that the commission will not make a regulation that will

negatively impact small business. Commissioner Griggs feels that as the rancher on the commission
and small business owner, he does not think the commission would want to put in that wording. There
may be ranchers that feel that they are negatively impacted by projects that the commission awards.
Commissioner Cox asks how the commission can determine that these regulations may or may not have
an effect on the ranchers. Commissioner Griggs states that through the process it will be determined
that yes there is an impact and it can be mitigated by completing a certain action or the project will
not be completed at all. He thinks that it is how the commission should work through these; any
impacts on public lands to ranchers will be mitigated or will not be completed. AG Hastings stated
that NRS 233B.0608 sub 1 is the section of the statute that mandates that an agency make a effort to
determine whether the proposed regulations is likely to 1) impose a direct and significant and
economic burden on a small business or 2) directly restrict the formation, operation or expansion of a
small business. He will not make the decision for the commission on whether or not the proposed
regulations will have an impact or not, that is the commission job. His conservative opinion is that he
does not feel that something like putting signs up would put a direct and significant impact on
ranchers. A small business impact statement can be that the commission has considered those two
factors under that statute and have determined that a small business impact statement is not required
based on the following, then list out the rational of how the commission came to that decision. The
discussion that the commission needs to hold is what are these grants going to be, some hypothetical
examples of the small businesses and whether or not they will be direct and significant economic
burdens as opposed to just impacts or that they directly impact formation, operation and expansion.
Commissioner Cox asks Mr. Griggs if any of the regulations they have would place a burden or limit the
expansion or operation of a small business or ranchers. Commissioner Griggs states that he feels the
potential is there, if they were to award a grant for a dirt track that takes up 10 acres on public land
and the rancher that has the grazing permit and is unable to graze on that 10 acres. In fact, that
impacts his bottom line and impacts his ability to expand by improving those 10 acres in the future.
The question would go back to the committee, are the regulations going to affect grants that could
potentially do something like that. The answer to that question for Mr. Griggs is, if such a project
were to come into play, the proponents of the project would have to work out with said rancher that
this is how the commission will mitigate it. The BLM would expect that if it were on public land; if it
was private land there would be some other arrangement. Commissioner Jackson thinks they are
getting two things mixed up. Do our regulations directly affect small business? That is not to say that
a specific grant would not directly affect a farmer or another business. The commission somehow
needs to make the statement that when they consider grants that they will consider the impact of any
grants on a small business. Once the grant is posted for 30 days, that will allow a small business time
to come forward and state that said grant will negatively affect them. That would be a consideration
in issuing of said grant. Commissioner McKay makes a motion that after considered effort by the
regulatory committee, they have had a finding that our regulations would not have a direct or
significant affect on the small business community and that nothing in the regulations restricts or
inhibits any expansion or conduction of business by our regulations.
Commissioner Lambert 2nd the motion.
Commissioner Cox calls for the vote.
Commissioner Griggs abstained from voting.
The motion passes.
Commission Lambert makes a motion for the small business impact statement, that OHV has provided a
significant impact through user ship and the commission’s activities and grants are intended to improve
user ship and thereby benefit the community’s economy. Commissioner Cox does not feel that is what
the Attorney General stated is needed. Commissioner Griggs agrees, the reason for his abstention is

that the commission did not have a discussion to decide why there is no impact with these regulations.
For him, the reason is that it is not a tax; it is not taxing any small business or not asking any small
business for anything, which is why that there is no impact. Commissioner McKay agrees with Mr.
Griggs, it could be said that nothing in the regulations appears to have any effect on small business
other than a positive economic one. There will be no imposing of regulations, taxes, or restrictions on
small business. Commissioner Griggs agrees with Commission McKay and would like to add the word
“potential” and that could be the statement. Commissioner Lambert withdraws his motion.
Commissioner McKay makes a motion; the committee has determined that after siginficant
deliberation that there is that there is nothing in the regulations that has a direct or significant
negative impact to small business. Potentially, it has a positive economic benefit. No taxes and no
regulations.
Commissioner Griggs 2nd the motion. He offers a friendly amendment; these regulations only affect
parties applying for an OHV grant.
Commissioner McKay accepts the friendly amendment.
Commissioner Jackson states that the committee can approve it "as is" right now, it still has to go
through the full commission. Then the cleaned up version can be approved at the full commission
meeting.
Commissioner Cox called for vote.
Motion passes.
ELIGIBLE GRANT APPLICANTS
1.
Local, county, state governments, federal agencies, recreation and metro districts and
non-profit organizations with responsibilities over public lands are eligible.
Commissioner Jackson feels that there needs to be something that determines what a non-profit
organization is. Commissioner Cox asks if the committee's determination can be different than what
the definition of a non-profit is, a non-profit is a non-profit. The committee is only asking that groups
be incorporated as a non-profit. Commissioner Jackson states that then it must be stated as that. He
feels that non-profit is too broad of a term. Commissioner Lambert refers to number 2, "All applicants
MUST be corporations, non-profits, clubs, etc. and must be in good standing with the Secretary of
State. They must provide proof of legality if asked by the scoring committee." That covers both #1
and #6, why have extra redundant language. #1 and #6 should be stricken. The state standard for nonprofit should be the commission’s standard. He does not feel that the committee should differ from
standards that already exist. Commissioner Cox agrees but states, all of # 1 cannot be stricken
because it still must state local, county, state governments, federal agencies, recreation and metro
districts. #1 and #2 could be incorporated together. Commissioner Jackson still feels there needs to
be a definition or the commission could run into trouble later on. Commissioner Cox feels that the
definition of a non-profit is stated in #2. Commissioner Jackson asks what about an out of state group
and that state’s rules are different than Nevada. Possibly add in the wording, to use the state standard
from the state in which the group is registered. Commissioner Griggs makes a motion to combine #1
and #2 by stating, "Local, county, state governments, federal agencies, and any other applicants must
be" and then use the rest of #2 except that put Nevada in front of Secretary of State's office, to read
with the Nevada Secretary of State's office. Commissioner Jackson suggests adding, or the Secretary of
State's office in the state in which they are incorporated. Commissioner Griggs appreciates Mr. Jackson
comment, but in his opinion, if a group is going to do in business in Nevada, then that group should
comply with the state of Nevada. Commissioner Lambert offers for the sake of conversation, that he is
not sure that is true because many states do business in Nevada that are out of state corporations and

that is too limiting and puts the committee at risk. The group needs to be members in good standing in
their incorporated states. Commissioner Jackson states that there must be a 2nd on the motion before
there can be discussion on the motion. Commissioner McKay 2nd the motion for discussion.
Commissioner Cox asks Commissioner Griggs to restate his motion. Commissioner Griggs makes
restates his motion to combine #1 and #2 by stating, "Local, county, state governments, federal
agencies, and any other applicants must be corporations, non-profit clubs, etc. and must be in good
standing with the Nevada Secretary of State's office. The MUST provide proof of legality if asked by the
scoring committee." Commissioner Lambert offers a 2nd for discussion and requests a friendly
amendment. He would like to change to a Secretary of State from Nevada Secretary of State.
Commissioner Griggs accepts the amendment. Commissioner Cox states that recreation and metro
districts was left off. Commissioner Lambert wants to changes his friendly amendment to, "that they
are recognized by the Secretary of State of the state in which they are incorporated." Commissioner
Griggs accepts. Commissioner Cox calls for the vote of combining #1 and #2 as stated.
Motion passes unanimously.
3.
No single individual may apply for a grant.
Commissioner Lambert feels that this item should be stricken. Commissioner Griggs states that instead
of this and #6 it should read, that any applicant must demonstrate an ability to complete the project.
Commissioner Cox states that just some person off the street, with no affiliation to a club or
organization should be able to come to the commission for a grant. Commissioner Lambert states, that
has occurred in the past and due to the scoring committee criteria it would be unlikely said person
would garner the 20 points if they had no affiliation or history. Commissioner Jackson thinks this is a
reasonable rule. When dealing with a club, the club usually has a board of directors and people that
make the decisions. If you have an individual that is doing this, it makes it hard to ensure the work will
be completed. If the decision is strictly on points, said person could be smart enough to make it so
there application garners the points without really being able to complete the work. Commissioner
Lambert asks if they can poll the grant committee chair and ask if they put in persons and individuals
for a reason. He remembers seeing it in the guide book. Commissioner Lee does not recall why that
was put in there. Commissioner Lambert states that he believes that it was a standard in Idaho and
Utah. It is not uncommon for a person to be able to apply for a small grant outside of their ranch for
instance that benefits the entire community. Commissioner Lee thinks it was from Idaho if he recalls.
Commissioner Lambert believes that there were three states and the grant committee selected this
because it made sense and committee forwarded individuals being allowed. Commissioner Cox believes
this line came from Colorado. Commission Lambert offers the suggestion, if it is not put into the
regulations that it could be put it into the guidebook. If there becomes a problem then the guidebook
can changed to disallow it. Commissioner Cox states this is what got the commission in trouble before,
when something was in the guidebook and it was not in regulations. Commissioner Griggs feels that by
combing #1 and #2 it covers who can apply for a grant. Commissioner Lee agrees. Commissioner Cox
also agrees. Commissioner Griggs states that it does not limit and individual but that individual must
be incorporated.
Commissioner Lambert makes a motion to strike line item #3 from the regulatory draft forwarding to
the LCB.
Commissioner Lee 2nd the motion.
Motion passes unanimously.
4.
Any entity requesting a grant must provide proof satisfactory to the Commission that
the appropriate federal, state or local governmental agency has been consulted regarding the

nature of the project to be funded by the grant and regarding the area affected by the
project;
Commissioner Cox feels that corresponds to the current guidebook where there is a sign off sheet.
Commissioner McKay asks if there is any merit adding a couple of words, "after the appropriate
federal, state or local government has been consulted', maybe add "and approved". Commissioner
Jackson asks if this pertains to what BLM was discussing earlier. Leo Drumm from BLM agrees. He does
not feel that concur is strong enough; he thinks there needs to be something that states that there has
been approval granted. Commissioner Jackson asks if a letter from the BLM would reasonable. Leo
Drumm states that a letter could be an instrument but states that the regulation needs to be clear that
there needs to be approval and that approval could be in the form of a letter.
Commissioner McKay makes a motion for this item to state, "Any entity requesting a grant must provide
proof satisfactory to the Commission that the appropriate federal, state or local governmental agency
has been consulted and approves the project to be funded by the grant and regarding the area affected
by the project."
Commissioner Lee 2nd the motion.
Motion passes unanimously.
5.
If an agency has more than one office that operates independently of another office
with management of another area of public lands, each unit can apply as independent
applicants.
Commissioner Lee states to leave it as is. The commission does not have to approve all of them but
people can apply.
6.
An applicant may ONLY apply for 1 (one) grant per grant cycle.
Commissioner Griggs suggest the following wording, "If an applicant applies for more than one grant,
they must show the ability to complete both grants in the time provided." Commissioner Jackson
suggests taking the suggested language from #7, that is can be waive with a 2/3 majority vote of the
commission. Commissioner Lambert feels that there has been significant public input and they do not
believe that a one grant cycle is required or desirable. He suggests that item # 6 be stricken per the
public's request. Commissioner Lambert makes the motion that line item #6 be stricken from the
regulatory draft to be submitted to the LCB. Commissioner Griggs 2nd the motion for discussion.
Commissioner Cox states that if someone submits more than one application in a cycle does the
committee want them to prioritize. Commissioner Lee thinks the applications should be prioritized and
applicants should be able to put in for more than one grant. Commissioner Lee makes the friendly
amendment, if an entity were to put in more than one grant under the same category that entity will
have to prioritize the grants. They would also be allowed to put grants under different categories.
Commissioner Lambert accepts the friendly amendment and that would make #6 a new item. He
moves to open discussion and vote at the chair's discretion. Commissioner Jackson feels that if #6 is
going to be stricken then it needs to be stricken. If the commission wants to do something to prioritize
applications it can be done in the handbook. Commissioner Lee agrees with that statement and thinks
that #6 should be stricken and something put in the guidebook that if under the same category more
than one grant application is submitted, it will need to be prioritize. Commissioner Lambert asks if he
is recalling his friendly amendment and leaving the motion to strike #6 as is. Commission Lee
withdraws his friendly amendment.
Commission Lambert restates his motion to strike line item 6.
This motion was previously 2nd by Commissioner Griggs.
The motion passes unanimously.

7.
Any applicants who have previously received a grant must have successfully completed
that project before being awarded funds from another grant in a subsequent grant cycle.
Commissioner Cox states that a group must have successfully completed a project before being
awarded funds from another grant; it does not say the project must be completed before they can
apply, just before the funds are awarded. Commissioner Jackson suggest that the committee add the
wording, "maybe be waived with a 2/3 vote of the commission." There may be good reason to why the
project has not been completed. Commissioner Lee agrees. Commission Lee makes the motion that
any applicant that is privileged to receive a grant must have substantially completed the project
before being awarded funds from another grant in a subsequent grant cycle. This may be waived by a
2/3 majority vote of the commission. Commissioner Lambert offers a friendly amendment, that there
is an understanding that some projects are ongoing and will continue for multiple years and this will
not be used to limit ongoing and long term projects. Commissioner Lee accepts the amendment.
Commissioner Lambert 2nd the motion. Commission Cox states that when Mr. Lee stated his motion
he heard him use the word substantial instead of successfully completed. He wants to make sure that
it was intended or if he misspoke. Commissioner Lee states that it should be successfully in the first
sentence. Commissioner Lambert states that substantial is the word that is usually used in construction
to determine when substantial completion is acquired because there can be loose ends. Commissioner
Jackson states that someone may want to offer a friendly amendment in reference to multiple year
contracts, by using the word substantial completed the project means that it is left to the judgment of
the commission. Commissioner Cox has seen groups continually apply for grants but never complete a
project and that is what he was trying to avoid. Commissioner Lee states that the committee is over
thinking this; his intent was that they need to have successfully completed their grant before they
apply for another one with the amendment that Commissioner Lambert added. All the group has to do
is come to the commission and explain where they are at; by adding a 2/3 approval vote will allow
them to apply for another one.
Commissioner Lee restates his motion, "Any applicant who has previously received a grant must have
successfully completed the project before being awarded funds from another grant in the subsequent
grant cycle. With the understanding that certain grants may be multiple year grants, this can be
waived with a 2/3 majority vote of the commission." Commissioner Lambert would prefer the word
substantial completion because it is a time tested and legally proven term. Commissioner Lee states
that where he said understanding that grants are multiple years and the applicant being able to show
substantial completion of their grant, this could be waive by 2/3 majority vote of the commission.
Commissioner Lambert accepts and 2nd the motion.
Commissioner Cox calls for the vote.
Motion passes unanimously.
8.
A non-profit organization is deemed to have management responsibility over public
lands when a written agreement exists between the non-profit organization and a public land
management agency. The agreement should identify the non-profits organizations
responsibilities over public lands to include either planning development or construction,
acquisition, operations or maintenance of trails or trail related facilities.
Commissioner McKay makes the motion for this item to read, "a non-profit organization is deemed to be
eligible when a written agreement exists between a non-profit organization and a public land
management agency" and the rest can stay. Commissioner Griggs 2nd the motion. Commissioner
McKay states that the word non-profit may be able to be stricken and just make it organization that
way it can cover corporations. Commissioner Lee agrees. Commissioner Griggs offers a friendly
amendment, "an organization is deemed to be eligible for projects on public lands". Leo Drumm from

BLM states that any project to be completed on public lands must go through the NEPA process and he
thinks that all the required circumstances will be addressed in that document. Commissioner McKay
states that NEPA could be part of the planning stage of a project and he would be fine with
Commissioner Griggs’s friendly amendment on the language for it to read, "An organization is deemed
to be eligible for a project when a written agreement exists between the organization and the public
land management agency. The agreement should identify the organizations responsibility over public
land to include planning, development or construction, acquisition, operations or maintenance of trails
or trail related facilities." Commissioner Lambert states that he is concerned that they are asking land
management agencies to write an agreement that identifies all of these issues. When they write a
support letter for a grant, they write it for a specific grant and it covers everything within the grant
process. It will be very difficult for them to get this through their entire system to include every
operational item in this paragraph when they are writing a letter of support. Commissioner Griggs
feels that is well said by Mr. Lambert and states if all of that language is stricken, it might also satisfy
the fact that the commission could cover a NEPA study. Commissioner Cox does not understand how it
would cover NEPA. Commissioner Griggs states that he means to say that if the committee strikes that
language, it leaves this paragraph broad enough to say that they could also award a grant for a NEPA
study. Commissioner Lambert states that he believes what Mr. Griggs is saying is that if the federal
land manager were to sign a support for a grant letter that was formulated to get a NEPA project done
that they have long needed one done. Any letter they write a letter in support of the grant that
includes NEPA, our capacity to stand silent is our best position. They will tell us when they desperately
need a NEPA project funded. The commission can stand silent on this issue.
Commissioner McKay is open to leaving the first line as proposed and deleting the second line if that is
amiable to Commission Griggs. Commissioner Griggs agrees.
Commissioner Cox calls for the vote.
The motion passes unanimously.
GENERAL GUIDELINES AND RULES
1.
Applicants must have control and tenure to the property to be awarded grant funds,
either by ownership, lease, easement, special use agreement, or long term interest in the
property at the time of submitting any grant application. A general guideline for control and
tenure of the property would be at least 25 years with 20 years remaining at the time of
application.
Commissioner Cox states this one will need to changed to agree with Mr. Drumm's suggestions.
Commissioner McKay makes the motion for #1 to state, "Applicants can be eligible to be awarded grant
funds either by ownership or lease" and the remainder of the paragraph is okay.
Commissioner Griggs 2nd the motion.
Commissioner Cox calls for vote.
Motion passes unanimously.
2
All easements, rights-of-way, or control and tenure MUST be in place at the time of
submitting a grant application.
3.
The length of tenure must be sufficient to complete the project and to meet the
program requirements for ongoing maintenance and operations. A general guideline is 25
years.
4.
The grantee is responsible for the continued operation and maintenance of funded
facilities.

5.
An awarded grant must be completed within 2 years after it has been awarded.
Commissioner Lambert makes a motion that #2 - #5 under the General Guide be left to stand as
written.
Commissioner McKay 2nd the motion.
Commissioner Cox calls for the vote.
The motion passes unanimously.
6.
Any environmental analysis MUST be complete within 90 days after receipt of the grant
award letter. Otherwise the award will be forfeited.
Commissioner Griggs states that he feels that 90 days is not enough time to have an EA completed.
The time could either be extended or say that any EA must be started within 90 days of the receipt of
the grant award. Leo Drumm states it is up to the commission to place the time line; however,
environmental analysis can take up to two years depending on the complexity. He suggests having all
of the environmental documents completed or substantially completed prior to awarding the grant
unless the grant is for the environmental analysis. Commissioner Cox states that the intent of this line
it to make sure that everything is substantially complete except, if for example, waiting on a
signature. That is why the 90 day time line is in there. Commissioner McKay asks about the wording,
“that any environmental analysis must be complete before the receipt of the grant award”.
Commissioner Jackson states that would exclude NEPA studies. That is fine as long as there is an
exclusion, “except for when actually completing a study”. Commissioner Cox states that the intent of
this is not to tie up the money indefinitely. If the time line is eliminated, then money is being tied up
for an unknown amount of time. Commissioner Griggs states he thinks he misunderstood and that Mr.
McKay was stating that the EA to be in place and not 90 days from now.
Commissioner Griggs makes the motion for #6 to read as follows, "Any environmental analysis must be
in place upon receipt of the grant award letter, unless the actual grant is for an environmental
analysis".
Commissioner Lambert 2nd for discussion. Is it necessary to deal with this line item at all? Because the
properties that need an environmental assessment are all going to be federally land managed and there
will not be a letter of support if all of the pieces are not in place. If you want to keep this, I suggest
you put it in the score sheet and he asks that this item be stricken after the discussion. Commissioner
Jackson asks Mr. Drumm if that is true. Leo Drumm states that it would be true for the BLM and he is
not sure if the committee would want this in regulation. He would have to go back and review the NRS
and see what it says about what type of environmental documentation is required. He states that the
committee should mirror the NRS. Commissioner Griggs withdraws his motion.
Commissioner Lambert makes the motion that line item 6 be stricken from the record. If the
commission find it necessary, it can be looked at it in the guidebook or it can be readdress in
regulations sometime in the future. It puts an undue burden on applicants, as it is difficult for some
applicants to deal with land managers. It is hard for the applicants to understand all of the criteria
that the managers are faced with in statutes.
Commissioner Griggs 2nd the motion for discussion and states that Mr. Drumm's point about other lands
is well taken too but it is covered in #8 above where it is stated public land management agency.
Commissioner Cox calls for the vote.
The motion passes unanimously.
7.
The grant application evaluation criteria & scoring guide sill serve as a starting point in
the grant scoring process. The numerical scoring sheet IS NOT the final determination of the
grants to be awarded.

Commissioner Lambert makes a motion to strike this line item in its totality. The score book is
referenced in the grading criteria and the grading criteria should be the definitive answer and wiggle
room is not required to issue grants. Commissioner Griggs 2nd the motion for discussion. Commissioner
Jackson feels that this is a dangerous move because grants can be written just to fulfill the scores and
there needs to be latitude. Commissioner Lambert states that there is a check and balance system in
place that allows as much as 25 points in total, 5 points that are currently issued to agency managers
and municipalities and 20 points issued to clubs and organizations within the OHV community. There is
a check and balance in place and this should be dealt with in regulations if the commission begins to
fail. Today this is the single item that is most likely to put us in litigation and it is not up to our
opinions it is up to our criteria and scoring. He encourages keeping the scoring sheet as the definitive
answer. Commissioner Griggs states that if one grant in one category gets a score of one, it beats all
other grants because there are no other grants. He feels that item #7 should be stricken and replaced
with the following language, "The full Commission deliberations and votes will be the final
determination of grants to be awarded". Commissioner Jackson agrees with Mr. Griggs. Commissioner
Cox states that the public wants the commission to go by the scoring sheet, so there needs to be
something to keep that part in. Commissioner Lambert states that they should refer back to the
guidebook which illustrates the substantial amount of all points in scoring will be based on the score
sheet. Commissioner Cox states that the committee cannot strike this and rely on the guidebook.
There needs to be something in regulations that states the scores are the determining factor and the
only wiggle room is as you listen to each presentation. Once the score sheets are turned in they are
the final determining factor. Start with the #1 in each category and fund as you go. He is looking for
something in #7 to satisfy the public that the scoring sheets will be the determining factor.
Commissioner Lambert makes a motion, the scoring criteria be the controlling factor of grant awards.
Commissioner Griggs 2nd the motion for discussion. Commissioner Jackson states that the commission
will publish everyone's scoring sheets. If the commission tries to score something down, then an
attorney will appeal because of scoring being the controlling factor. The commission needs to protect
itself using regulations. The score sheets should be available to the public so they can see how
everyone scored. The only way to protect the commission is by saying that the final analysis is up to
the commission. Commissioner Lambert states that the protection should be to do a straight forward
and honest job; to score the grants and issues the right way so that they are scored and adjust the
guidebook as necessary. Commissioner Griggs states his point, that if there is one grant in a category
from an organization that is clearly not OHV friendly; yet they submit an application for a grant and
there are no other applications in that category, or they score one point higher than another
application in that category, then that grant must be funded. Commissioner Lambert states that there
is room to add that in the guidebook and weigh with points the organization's mission statement, as this
became an issue during the last grant cycle. The score book can be changed to move points around.
There may be times that a group may get an award that the commission does not feel right about and
that means the commission did not create their guidebook correctly and work correctly. Commissioner
Jackson states that anything that you write will be public, since the commission is going to make the
score sheets public. Your notes may not be but any changes to your score sheet will be public and can
be used against the commission.
Kim Miller restated Commissioner Lambert's motion of, the scoring criteria is to be the sole criteria for
judging of grant awards. Commissioner Griggs clarifies that this wording will replace #7 and
Commission Cox stated yes.
Commissioner Cox calls for the vote.
Split vote: Lambert - yes, McKay - yes, Griggs - no, (Lee not available)
Motion Passes

8.
Each grant applicant will be given a chance to make a presentation to the scoring
committee.
9.
The purpose of this presentation is to be able to change the score the grant received. It
may work in the applicants favor or not. It will also provide a time to answer any questions
the scoring committee may have about the application either in whole or in part.
10.
If a commissioner or adviser is a member or volunteer or constructive member or
volunteer of any entity seeking a grant or other consideration. They will declare such at the
beginning of any meeting or agenda item where said entity maybe discussed. The
commissioner or Adviser may speak in opposition or support of the grant or consideration, but
in the case of a commissioner will not vote.
Commissioner McKay makes a motion for items #8, #9, and #10 to remain as is.
Commissioner Lambert 2nd the motion.
Commissioner Cox calls for the vote.
Motion passes unanimously.
11.
In the case that a commissioner is presently or has been in the last 2 years, a owner,
officer, funder, or any other leadership position of a entity seeking a grant or other
consideration. Commissioner may not vote on any issue concerning that entity. Said
commissioner or adviser will not speak in support for or lobby for in public or private. The
commission may impose sanctions against the commissioner and or entity who violates this
provision.
Commissioner Griggs states that the second sentence should read, "Said commissioner or adviser will
only speak in support for or lobby for in public". Commissioner Jackson stated that he tried to find out
a legal opinion from the AG and he was not able to provide the ethics opinion on this, but he will try
and find out by 5-29-14. It could be passed as is then readdress it at the full commission meeting with
the benefit of a legal opinion. AG Hastings states that he cannot guarantee at this point whether or
not he will be able to or willing to provide a legal opinion from the Attorney General's office on this
issue. Commissioner Cox states the members of the public want to know the groups the commission
members are involved with and commissioner members should not vote on those particular grants.
Commission members should only speak in favor of or against in public. It could be passed along those
lines if that is what the committee agrees to. Commissioner Jackson states that if that is the issue,
whether a person can speak to a grant in public or private, he does not know where the line is.
Commissioner Lambert makes a motion to strike item #11 until further review and if necessary, address
it in the guidebook. Perhaps incorporate something into the guidebook. At this time, this does not
comply with the current guidebook. Commissioner Cox states that the guidebook must fall back onto a
regulation that is the problem. Can we keep the first two sentences and end it right there?
Commissioner Lambert accepts a friendly amendment from Commissioner Cox to leave line item #11
sentence one and two stating, “In the case that a commissioner is presently or has been in the last 2
years, a owner, officer, funder, or any other leadership position of an entity seeking a grant or other
consideration. Commissioner may not vote on any issues concerning that grant."
Commissioner Griggs 2nd the motion.
Commission Cox calls for the vote.
Motion passes unanimously.
12.
The commission will impose sanction against any person including commissioner’s
advisers and presenters of any grant request who knowingly misrepresents their entity or
grant request.

13.
Sanctions, will include but are not limited to. A ban on any person and or entity who
has been sanctioned from applying for a grant or other consideration for a period to be
decided by majority vote of the commission the period being not less than 1 year and not
more than 10 years .
14.
All applicants are encouraged to arrange pre-application meetings with appropriate
federal, state, local government agencies to determine requirements, processes, time
schedules and documentation required for the proposed applications.
Commissioner Lee makes a motion to accept #12, #13, and #14 as written. Commissioner Cox states
that these refer to sanctions and sanctions were not addressed in the two lines up above. Commission
Griggs 2nd the motion for discussion. Commissioner Lee thinks Commissioner Cox may be right, and
states that what was just passed says they shall not vote concerning that grant so they cannot vote. He
does not know if the commission needs to have any sanctions. Commissioner Jackson states that this is
just a definition of sanctions; it has nothing to do with a particular piece. If the commission for some
other reason other than #11 issues sanctions, this defines what those sanctions are. Commissioner
Lambert states that if there is going to be a definition of sanctions, should there also be a definition at
this time of scantionable activities. Commissioner Cox asked the Attorney General when it is common
for individual commissions to issue sanctions or since they all signed an ethics agreement is it covered
by that. AG Hastings states that he has not seen the commission’s ethics agreement so he cannot
answer that. He stated that he is relatively new to this kind of regulation. Commissioner Cox states
that it is an assumption on his part that the ethics agreement that came in the packet from the
Governor's office would be the standard state policy that the ethics commission uses. AG Hastings asks
if the ethics agreement reference's sanctions for particular conduct? Commissioner Cox cannot
remember. Commissioner Jackson states that sanctions includes anybody, and that could be people
that have not signed the agreement. If a person asks for a grant and then knowingly lies to the
commission and the commission finds out after the grant is issued. The commission needs to be able to
sanction that person and for example not let them apply for a grant again or for a certain number of
years. The ethics agreement has no teeth and the commission needs to be able to enforce
it. Commissioner Lee states that he feels it needs to be left in. As Mr. Jackson stated, it is not just for
commission members, it is for any entity that is requesting a grant. AG Hastings states that the
commission's ability to sanction is limited to the authority give to it by statute to carry out its function.
The commission should not leave it so open ended and imply that there are other sanctions that are
not under the authority of the commission. The authority is to either grant or not grant the grants.
Commissioner Griggs states that #12 and #13 can be combined and state the following, "any entity that
misrepresents their mission or their grant runs the risk of having current and future grant requests
denied." That should cover #12 and #13 and it makes him feels better about having the scoring guide
be the final say. Commissioner Jackson states that this has to do more with the issue of finding out
things later. And to the Attorney General's point, the wording "not limited to", could also mean that if
the commission had given someone money and they misrepresented, then the commission would have
the ability to go out and sue that entity to get the money back. He would like to have the sanction in
there because when people read it they realize that if they cheat the commission there is
consequences.
Kim Miller restates Commissioner Lee's motion to accept #12, #13 and #14 as written and was 2nd by
Commissioner Griggs.
Commissioner Cox calls for the vote.
The motion passes unanimously.

15.
The commission may within the guide lines of the regulation create a grant guide. The
commission may create such rules within the grant guide as it feels necessary to govern the
distributions of grant money. The grant guide may include a questionnaire for each grant
application to be completed by each commissioner. The questionnaire may not assign more
than 10% of the score value to any one question.
Commissioner Cox would like to change the word of "may" to "will". Commissioner Jackson stated that
the public in the gallery would like the word changed to "shall". Commissioner Lambert makes a motion
to change the wording to, "The commission shall within the guidelines of the regulations create a grant
guide" and then the balance of the sentence. Commission McKay 2nd the motion. Commissioner Griggs
asks for clarification, did he want to leave off the rest of the paragraph? Commissioner Lambert states
that the rest of the paragraph can stay, just change the word from "may" to "shall" Mr. Hastings asks
for a point of clarification, do you mean to only change the word "may" in the first sentence and the
rest of the words "may" would stay as is? Commissioner Lambert confirmed that with a yes.
Commission Cox calls for the vote.
The motion passes unanimously.
16.
The commission may use said score for comparisons of grants, but it will NOT be used
as the final funding decision.
Commissioner McKay makes a motion to strike item #16. Commissioner Griggs 2nd the motion.
Commissioner Cox calls for the vote.
Vote passed unanimously.
17.
Maximum weight in any funding decision shall be given as to whether the applicant for
the grant can complete the work required to achieve the grant request. The commission may
set any rules or requirements to any or all grants it feels necessary, as a condition of funding.
Such rules or requirements can include but are not limited to, a person or persons appointed
by the commission to monitor or supervise any and all parts of the work or purchase.
Commissioner Jackson states that the only thing that the committee might want to add is if the
commission is giving people money (most of the grants are reimbursement grants). He can see the
situation where clubs or organizations cannot work with a reimbursement grant so the commission has
to pay the money up front. Having a person there to supervise that would be a good idea; the other
alternative is that entity would purchase a performance bond. That way the commission has a way to
get the money back if the project is not completed. Commissioner Lambert stated that a performance
bond is unduly restrictive and unnecessary. The smaller clubs will not be able to acquire them and
they will not understand them. He does not favor such an activity. Commissioner Jackson states that
he is not suggesting that the commission does it with all of the grants that are not reimbursement
grant. He is suggesting that is as an option and gives the commission the flexibility. Commissioner Cox
feels that it is already covered in the wording "may set rules or requirements". His concern is in line of
what has already been voted on is, maximum weight in any funding decision shall be given to whether
the applicant can complete the work required. We have already decided that the funding decisions are
going to be based on scoring criteria. He wonders if this is contradictory. Commissioner Lambert
agrees with Mr. Cox and makes the motion to strike #17 from the regulations. McKay 2nd the motion
for discussion. Commissioner Jackson states that the committee needs to keep, "the commission may
set any rules requirements or anything they deem necessary to make sure that the job is done". And
this may or may not be a friendly thing, a club might come along that states they want to do this and a
person with experience on the commission says it will be harder than you think. Maybe you should hire
a supervisor or have someone oversee it. He sees the point in removing the first line and a half, but

wants to keep from the point of; "the commission may set rules" should still remain. It is a valid thing
to have in regulations and put in the handbook. Without it in regulations it cannot be in the handbook.
Commissioner Lee agrees with Commissioner Jackson and feels that just the first sentence needs to be
stricken and the rest needs to stay. Commissioner Cox asks if Mr. Lambert will accept that as a
friendly amendment. Commissioner Lambert agrees. Commissioner McKay 2nd the motion.
Commissioner Cox calls for the vote.
The motion passes unanimously.
18.
Cost of administration, monitoring, supervision by the commission of any grant may be
charged and may not exceed 10% of the total amount of the grant.
Commissioner Jackson states that this refers back to item #17, if the commission does have to appoint
an administrator. The commission does not want it to be too open. By setting a limit, 10% is used by
the state, this makes sure that people are not over charging and the commission is not over paying. It
could be 2% or 1% as long as it does not exceed a certain number and 10% is a reasonable number.
Commissioner Cox stated that he thought the committee received advice from the group that
administers grants for the state and they charge 10% plus mileage. Is the commission restricting
themselves by only saying 10%? Can it be worded to the same wording as the state? Commissioner
Jackson is cautious about doing that because the commission could end up getting a bill for 20% or 30%
and that is too much of a burden to put onto the grantee. Mr. Hastings points out this is a vague
statement. When it says the cost may be charged and may not exceed. I think you need the language,
may be charged to the grantee (leave no void for vagueness). Commissioner Griggs makes the motion
that line item #18 reads, "Cost of administration, monitoring, supervision by the commission of any
grant may be charged to the grantee and may not exceed 10% of the total amount of the grant".
Commission Lambert 2nd the motion.
Commission Cox calls for the vote.
The motion passes unanimously.
19.
Any matter or issue the grant guide is silent on the commission will refer to the
regulations adopted by the commission. The regulations will always supersede the rules set
forth in the grant guide.
21.
Grant application and project criteria MUST be prepared in a minimum font size of 12
pitch.
22.
Any grant received CANNOT be used as a match for another grant.
23.
Volunteer labor directly engaged in the project work on the ground is an eligible
match. The volunteer labor rate to be used is $22.00 per hour.
Commissioner Griggs makes the motion that line items # 19, #21, #22 and #23 be accepted as written.
Commissioner McKay 2nd the motion. Mr. Hastings states a grammatical issue on #19, the first clause
of the first sentence ends in a preposition which you should not do. You do not want to say, “any
matter or issue the grant guide is silent on”; you might want to say, “for any matter or issue on which
the grant guide is silent” or something like that and then off set it with a comma for a prepositional
phrase. Commissioner Cox asks Mr. Griggs if he accepts that friendly amendment. Commissioner
Griggs accepts.
Commissioner Cox calls for the vote.
The vote passes unanimously.

20.
The scoring committee retains the discretion to consider criteria, factors, and or
information OTHER than the rating criteria listed on the grant application evaluation criteria
and scoring sheet.
Commissioner Griggs make the motion to strike line item # 20. Commissioner McKay 2nd the motion.
Commissioner Cox calls for the vote.
The vote passes unanimously.
24.
As stated in NRS 490 no grant can be more than 30% of any category.
Commissioner Griggs makes the motion that the language in item #24 be replaced with. "No grant will
be awarded that exceeds the maximum amount as defined by NRS 490.069. Commissioner Lambert 2nd
the motion.
Commissioner Cox calls for a vote.
The motion passes unanimously.
25.
All grants applied for and the status of each grant either funded or non-funded will be
posted on the NVOHC website as soon as possible.
Commissioner McKay makes a motion for there to be a 30 day period. Commissioner Lambert 2nd the
motion. Commissioner Jackson states that restricting to 30 days might be tough. The public has a
need to know, but he is not sure that 30 days is necessary, maybe 15 days. That way it could shorten
the time period from the beginning to the end of the grant process. Commissioner Lambert agrees
with some points of Mr. Jackson's statement; however, he is here to service the public and the public is
shaking their head no, the public wants 30 days. Commissioner Griggs states that there are two things
here: there is the grants applied for should have a period of time where the public can see and the
statues of those grants applied for. There should be a period of when grants that are applied for are
posted and a period after deliberations of the status of those grants are posted. Commissioner Cox
stated that in his time line he put 60 day in for organizations to apply for a grant, so if they wait until
the end of the 60 days to apply for a grant, then it has to be posted for 30 days. Maybe the same 30
days that it is posted is the same 30 days that the commission has to review them all. After the
decisions are made, they will be posted as soon as possible on the website. He states that it needs to
be broken in half. Commissioner Griggs states maybe the whole time line needs to be spelled out.
Commissioner Cox states that part is later on in the document. He put in 60 days from the
announcement of the funds until the application has to be turned in, then 30 days for the commission
to review them. Next, it will be announced when the funds will become available. If the committee
sticks with that time line, the 30 days for the commission to review can be the same 30 days for them
to be posted on line. All grants applied for shall be posted on line for 30 days. The status of each
grant, either funded or not funded, will be posted on the website as soon as possible. This could be
the place to add what the public wanted, the scoring sheets being posted. Commissioner Griggs states
that this should be dropped and addressed in the timeline. Commissioner Lambert makes the motion
to drop this line and address it all in the timeline. Commissioner Griggs 2nd the motion.
Commissioner Cox calls for the vote.
The motion passes unanimously.
26.
All funds do NOT have to be awarded via grants. Some funds may be directly spent by
the commission in support of the goals of NVOHC as defined within NRS490.
Leo Drumm states that he was looking at this and he does not see where this is in compliance with NRS
490.068.2. He does not see anywhere in NRS 490 where it allows the commission to spend funding
outside of the grant process. Commissioner Lambert states that there was some temporary language

that allowed the commission to dig into that fund and it has ended to his memory. Mr. Hastings asks
Mr. Drumm to point out the specific part of NRS. Leo Drumm states that it is NRS 490.069.2 is the
statute that Commissioner Lambert was referring to. During the period of July 1, 2012 and ending on
June 30, 2013 money in the account may only be used by the commission for the reasonable
administrative cost of the commission and to inform the public of the requirements of this chapter. .3
states that on or after July 1, 2013 money in the account may only be used by the commission as
follows, and it goes on with the percentages divided up in the program. Mr. Hastings states that the
statute, specifically at sub section 3 of NRS 490.069, specifies a certain percentage that is used for
administration, a certain percent for each year for law enforcement and then it lays out percentages
for studies. He is asking if it is his understanding that under 3.b.1 that he rest of the percentages are
laid out relate to the grants. It does not address the issue specifically, if there was money left over. A
discussion ensued that could not be clearly heard.
Break for a 30 minute lunch.
Commissioner Cox asks Mr. Hastings if he had an opportunity to formulate an opinion on if the
commission can spend money other than through the grant process. Mr. Hastings states that he is
comfortable with language that is on paper, so he wants to discuss in the terms of item #26. The first
problem with this phrase is that by saying "all fund" is far too broad and needs to be narrowed down
and say something along the lines "all off highway vehicles funds do not have to be awarded via grant".
NRS 490.068 sub 2 states the commission may award a grant of money from the fund. It must comply
with the requirements set forth in NRS 490.069. In 490.069 sub 2 refers to the first year and
reasonable administrative costs during that time which has lapsed. Sub 3 of 490.069 states that money
in the fund may only be used by the commission as follows and it lays out 4 groupings of expenditures.
The first one is administrative costs for the fund. His reading of this as a whole is that the 20% that is
in the law enforcement category, 60% in trails category, and 15% that is safety and education. He does
not read NRS 490.068 and NRS 490.069 together to mean that the money in the fund to be used in the
20%, 60% and 15% must all be designated by the grant process. NRS 490.068 sub 2 states that the
commission may award a grant from the fund, but it does mandate that money in the fund only be used
in those four categories. The language could be restated to say, "as defined within NRS 490.069.3.e”.
In other words, if the commission is going to spend money directly, it clearly has to be an expenditure
that is the same kind of expenditure as what a grant would be. There is no wording that says it has to
be by grant, it states you may do it by grant. Instead of stating “the goals of the NVOHC”, it would be
better to word it, "within the specifically defined statutory sub categories pursuant to NRS 490.069 3b
and 4" or something along those lines. Commissioner Cox states that when this was written, the intent
was to keep within those four categories; it just was not spelled out here clearly. Commissioner Griggs
makes a motion that item #26 reads as follows, " All funds do not have to be awarded by grants, some
funds may be directly spent by the commission as defined within NRS 490.069 3b and 4". Mr. Hasting
states that it can be stated as just 3 and 4. Commissioner Griggs amends his motion to change it from
3b and 4 to 3 and 4. Commissioner Lambert asks for a friendly amendment that supports having a cap
on funds that the commission needs to operate. These be capped at 10% the first year and decrease
down over a 5 year period. Commissioner Griggs accepts the friendly amendment. Commissioner
Lambert restates his comment, "All funds do not have to be awarded via grants, and some funds may
be directly spent by the commission in support of the Nevada Off-Highway Vehicle Commission goals as
defined in NRS 490. Any funds outside of the grant, above the 5%, would be capped at 10% and
decreased to 1% within 5 years". To 5 % in 5 years is a friendly amendment that he accepts.
Commissioner Griggs states "All funds do not have to be awarded by grants, some funds may be
directly spent by the commission as defined by NRS 490.069 3 and 4. Not to exceed 5% of the gross nor

to exceed any percentage of any category". Then he restates, “10% of gross the first year, declining to
5% in 5 years not to exceed any percentage of any category as defined by NRS 490.068”. Commissioner
Lambert asks if it would acceptable to say, "not to exceed 10 and 5 percent of each category” as
opposed to “the gross money”. If we use the gross money it can be a huge portion of the category and
10% could wipe it out. Commissioner Cox states that they are being too restrictive. Over the next 2 or
3 years that might really be limiting the commission, especially if the commission wants to do a safety
or education program. It is the intent of the commission and its members to keep this money on the
ground in order to do the best work for the OHV community. If the commission limit's itself to 10% over
the next 2 or 3 years could be restrictive for the commission. Commissioner Lambert states that they
are physical responsibility and this is something that we have been charged with and everyone has
limitations. The goal is to get the marketing and advertising done. He does not see the public agreeing
that the commission should spend more than 10% of any funds on their own. They should encourage
people to bring grant applications in, do public outreach, and fund the appropriate grants.
Commissioner Cox does not want to tie the commission's hands so that they cannot reach out and
communicate. Commissioner Lambert states that the legislative intent was to limit the activities that
were defined in legislation. Commissioner Griggs states that Mr. Lambert's point is well taken but the
math is in that nobody can get more than 18% of the total fund right now. Commissioner Lambert
states that this is difficult to deal with and with 10% of any category the commission should be able to
complete significant outreach to bring forward a competent player that would apply for a grant to do
that work. Commissioner Jackson states the committee should have a cap and maybe even 5% per
category since they will only be dipping into one category. There is no reason to have a sliding scale.
With 5% per category it will provide more than enough money to do what the commission needs to. He
is in favor of a cap and his suggested cap would be 5% with no sliding scale. Commissioner Cox states
that currently in the account there is $568,000.00 and we know the account is going to go up. If there
is an education safety section that is only 15% after they take out administrative costs and then 5% of
that, is that only going to be about $3000.00. If something comes up on short notice where they have
to do some advertising on short notice, will that provide enough? He does not want to spend money
that would upset the public, but he also does not want to tie the commission’s hands. Commissioner
Lambert calls for the motion to be restated. Commissioner Griggs restates the motion, "All funds do
not have to be awarded by grants, some funds may be directly spent by the commission as defined by
NRS 490.069 3 and 4. Not to exceed 5% per category. Commissioner Jackson asks for a point of
clarification from Mr. Griggs, if he meant not to exceed 5% of any given category. Commissioner Griggs
states yes and should have excluded administrative category. Commissioner Lambert 2nd the motion.
Commissioner Cox calls for the vote.
The motion passes unanimously.
A.

General Compliance

All projects must comply with applicable State statues, regulatory requirements, and policies.
Projects being completed on federal land must be in compliance with the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).
Commissioner Griggs would like to strike in compliance with NEPA and put in compliance with
applicable federal statutes. Commissioner Jackson asks if the committee thinks that this would be the
place to put in something allows NEPA studies. Commissioner Lambert states that if the committee
stands silent on NEPA studies then they can allow them, no language is required. Commissioner
Jackson states that this language indicates a NEPA study or federal requirement already has to have
been completed. If a side note is added accepting studies, then it is understood that they will do the

studies. Commissioner Griggs makes a motion that section A. General Compliance reads as follows, "All
projects must comply with the applicable State statutes, regulatory requirements and policies.
Projects being completed on federal land must be in compliance with the applicable federal statutes".
Commissioner Lambert 2nd the motion.
Commissioner Cox calls for the vote.
The motion passes unanimously.
Permitting Requirements
If awarded a grant the applicant is responsible for obtaining all applicable permits and
clearances no
later than 90 days after notification of the grant award. No funds will be
released until all applicable permits and clearances are in place. This is the responsibility of
the applicant.
Review the items listed below to assist you in determining if your project may require permits
or clearances. Will the project:
1.
Affect any federally listed endangered or threatened species or designated critical
habitat.
2.
Affect any recognized state natural area, prime or unique ecosystem, geologic feature,
or other ecologically critical area.
3.
Involve habitat alteration or land use changes such as planting, burning, removal of
native vegetation, clearing, grazing, water manipulation, or development in floodplains or
wetlands?
4.
Include use of any chemical toxicants?
5.
Result in any discharge which will conflict with Federal or State air or water quality
regulations?
6.
Affect any archeological, historical or cultural site that alters the aesthetics of the
subject area?
7.
Impact on designated wild or scenic river, wilderness area, national trail, or other
protective national or state designation (i.e. Unique Waters, Area of Critical Environmental
Concern, National Conservation Area, etc.)?
8.
Have any substantial environmental impacts not addressed above, or result in
cumulative impacts, which separately do not require assessment but together must be
considered substantial?
Commissioner Griggs states that the paragraph is good but he wants to delete the list due to it being
incomplete and the committee does not want to be in the position of approving a project that is not
complete. Commissioner Lambert makes a motion for permitting requirements, "If awarded a grant the
applicant is responsible to apply for all permitting requirements". He would like to change "obtain" to
"apply for". It is beyond the applicants control for when the permit is approved, but it is within their
control for when they apply for the needed permits. Commissioner Cox states that they cannot release
funds until they have the permits in hand, not just when they are applied for. Commissioner Lambert
states that they may need to have funds and those funds may be part of their application in order to
further those applications being applied for. Commissioner Griggs does not feel that those two are
contradictory; he states that they can apply for the grant and the commission can award the grant and
not give them the money until they have the permits. Commissioner Lambert agrees. Commissioner
Griggs 2nd the motion. Commissioner Griggs adds a friendly amendment to delete the list of potential
items. Commissioner Lambert accepts.
Commissioner Cox calls for the vote.

Motion passes unanimously.
Grant Categories, Minimum and Maximum Funding and Match Requirements
Commissioner Griggs states that in NRS 490 it states that the committee will adopt regulations for
determining acceptable performance of work on a project on which a grant is awarded. He thinks that
before they move onto categories that they should have some language that does that. Commissioner
Griggs makes a motion to add the following language. "The grantee will notify the commission when the
scope of work of the grant is completed and a majority vote of the commission will determine if the
performance of work is acceptable". Commissioner Lambert 2nd the motion. Commissioner Griggs
states that if this wording would be appropriate somewhere else, he is okay with that.
Commissioner Cox calls for the vote.
The motion passes unanimously.
Small Grants for grant requests of $25,000 or less.
Grant requests for $25,000 or less will not require a cash match
Medium Grants for grant request of $25,001 to $100,000
Grant requests for $25,000 to $100,000 will require a 25% cash match.
Large Grants for grant requests of $100,001 to $200,000
Grant requests for 100,001 to 200,000 will require a 50% cash match
No grants for more than $200,000 will be awarded.
A cash match is an actual expenditure paid directly from the grantee with cash funds.
In kind matches are not required but highly encouraged
Commissioner Cox states that one change that should be considered is in the medium and large grant
categories. The change would be from "require cash match" to "match", so in kind match can be
considered as well. Commissioner Jackson suggests moving small grants to less than $10,000.00. To
relax the rules a little on a smaller grants, due to the fact that there are smaller clubs that will be
applying for these that have never applied for a grant before. They may not be use to the grant
process and it will be a learning process for them. Do not lower the standards but lower the
requirements so it allows new applicants to apply. Commissioner Cox states moving medium grant to
$10,000.00 to $100,000.00. Commissioner Lambert makes a motion to strike this item and address it in
the grant book, as a deciding factor and heavily weigh volunteerism in the scoring criteria as stated
before. Commissioner Griggs 2nd the motion for discussion. Commissioner Lambert states that he does
not see any advantage to putting this language in other than exclusivity and baring people from
participating. The use of cash match has a focus on a corporate decision as opposed to volunteerism.
There has already been a vote that the guide book is the king, so let's weigh volunteerism in the guide
book and move on. Commissioner Jackson states the one suggestion by Commissioner Cox to scratch
cash match and use volunteerism as a match also ties into what Mr. Lambert is trying to say. He thinks
having the categories and having matches be required is customary in most grant applications over
certain amounts of money. The committee could use a case by case basis, as done in the past. Add a
piece that can be waive with a 2/3 vote of the commission if it becomes an issue and the commission
can rescind the match or wave the match. Commissioner Cox states that this is something that the
grant committee had discussed and it just did not make it in the guidebook in the first go around. It is
something that other states use. Commission Lambert would like a vote. Commissioner Cox restated
the possible friendly amendments, leave this section in, change the smaller grant category to
$10,000.00 or less, eliminate the word cash match and replace it with volunteerism or in kind match,
but leave the size of grants in place. Commissioner Lambert declines said amendment. Commissioner

Griggs asks, in the scoring, if the amount of match scored is in the scoring system? Commissioner
Lambert states that it was not. Commissioner Griggs agrees with Commissioner Lambert and he thinks
that is the place for it. Commissioner Jackson states that there needs to be something in regulations
to fall back on. If the guide is silent on something and the regulations are silent on something, then it
is left open to interpretation. If the regulation is in place and it is not covered in the guidebook, there
is the regulation to fall back on. Commissioner Lambert states that it is spoken to in NRS 490 and is
covered in NRS 490. Commissioner Griggs asks Mr. Lambert if he will accept the following friendly
amendment that volunteerism and in kind match be scored in the scoring guide. Commissioner Lambert
accepts. Commissioner Cox asks for the motion to be restated. Commissioner Lambert restates the
motion, to strike the category regarding grant minimum and funding and matching and replacing it with
the guidebook shall award points for volunteerism and in kind matches along with cash matches.
Commissioner Cox calls for the vote.
The motion passes.
Important Dates
October 1st

Announce grant availability of funds.
Applications made available to start the application process.
December 1st Deadline for all applications to be received by NCOHV.
NVOHC staff to start review for eligibility and distribution of applications to all active
NVOHC Commissioners and Advisors.
January 1st
NVOHC Commission announces the dates of the grant award meetings.
February 1st
NVOHC Commission announces the date grant funds become available.
Commissioner Cox states that it has been suggested to eliminate the dates and make an announcement
of when the funds are available. His proposal is to announce when the grant funds are available,
applicants have 60 day to make their application, the staff has 30 days to review, the date will be
announced for the grant meeting, there will be 30 days from the day of the meeting until the funds
become available. Commissioner Griggs asks if it needs to be spelled out when all of this is posted.
Does it need to say that applications will be posted? Commissioner Cox stated that has already been
spelled out earlier. During the 30 days from the time the Commission receives the application, while
they are reviewing them, that would be the 30 days when they are posted. He does not think it is
feasible to post while they are making the decision during the grant meeting. The decisions and score
sheets will be posted after the grant award meeting and possibly not until after the appeals process.
Commissioner Lambert states that the posting of the grants and the criteria is understood and from
the time that the grants are finalized and when they are scored, there will need to be a time period for
public review. That time period is not in there and could be 15 days. Commissioner Cox states that
after the decisions are made and after the grants are awarded, it can be posted on line for the public
to review. Commissioner Lambert states that it is not a done deal until the appeals process is over and
it important that all scores and related information should be posted on the website for a 15 or 30 day
appeals process. The awards are not finalized until after the appeal process and any appeals are
resolved. After the grant process has nominations for who it will grant funds to, there will not be an
award for at least 15 days. Commissioner Jackson states that the committee is looking at 60 days from
the date that people can apply, during that 60 days people would deliver their applications to the
commission. Then a 30 day period from which the public can review said applications and the
commission would review them. Then the grant meeting would be held. Is the committee trying to
put a period in between those two where the preliminary score sheet are to be viewed by the public or
wait until after the presentations and then post the score sheets? After the presentations, then a day

of deliberations, then make decisions. On top of that would be an additional 30 day period, during
which the original score sheet and difference in the score from after the presentation would be posted
or would just issue the completed score sheets be published? Commissioner Cox stated, only post the
final score sheet. Commissioner Lambert agrees that the score sheet when it is still a working
document is a draft and could be considered property of the commissioner himself. Once the grants
have been graded, those score sheets should become part of the public domain on the OHV website
during the 15 days of allowable appeal time before the grants become finalized, perhaps 5 days after
the appeals have cleared. Commissioner Cox asks if he is advocating for a 15 day appeal process.
Commissioner Lambert agrees and states that two weeks is reasonable. Providing that the commission
uses score sheets and the score sheets are all good with no complaints, it will be good to go.
Commissioner Jackson asks how to complete the appeals process. Would the appeals session be set for
two weeks after or would the commission wait until there is an appeal and set a date to hear the
appeal. Would that affect the funding of the other grants? Commissioner Cox states that where he
comes from the grant committee forwarded the scores onto State Parks because they had the final
decision making authority. They generally went with the recommendations of the grant committee and
there was not appeals process. Once the money has been awarded, generally it is awarded until it all
gone. Whatever appeal they allow, that will affect all of the grants. If the process is kept open and
transparent, make the score sheets as the ruling criteria then it is what it is. Commissioner Jackson
states that if there is no appeals process, then it can go straight to court and the court could file an
injunction and that would stop all of the grants going forward. Commissioner Cox stated that he is not
saying not have an appeals process, he is saying it will greatly affect when they can give out the
money. Commissioner Jackson asks if there is an appeal in once section, should that hold up the rest
of the grants in other section? The committee needs to decide now how to deal with the appeals
process. Commissioner Cox asks if the committee can agree on the following set of dates, the 60, the
30 and the 15. Pass that and start a new sentence for the appeals process. He agrees that the
commission should be able to fund all of the grants that are not in the category that are being
appealed. Commissioner Jackson states that if an appeal is filed, only the grants in that category will
be held up for funding unless there in enough money in the bank to fund the appealed grants, in which
case all grants would be funded on schedule. Commission Lambert makes a motion, "Upon a call for
grants, the call for grants will be open for 60 days. At the close of the call for grants, the grants will be
published on the website for public review. 30 days after the grants are published on the website the
commission, in whole, will have a meeting scheduled to score the grants. The scored grants and
proposed awards will be published on the website for 15 days allowing an appeals process and time for
review. At that point, with no appeals present the awards may be issued. Lambert stated there is a
friendly amendment to drop the 2nd part of his motion in regards to appeals and he accepts that
amendment. Commissioner Griggs states that he thinks that the part about the appeals can stay in his
motion and the second motion would spell out what the appeals process is. Commissioner Lambert
agrees.
Commissioner Cox calls for the vote
The motion passes unanimously.
Commissioner Lambert makes a motion that the appeals that did not affect the overall category of
funding only stop the appeals process itself if there is money to fund that. If there is not money to
fund the appeal process the commission will have to regroup and hold all grants. Commissioner
Jackson states with Mr. Lambert's permission he will restate his motion. Commissioner Lambert agrees.
Commissioner Jackson states, "Should the issuance of any grant be appealed or an appeal made for a
grant not issued, the grants within that category will be held until the appeal is settled. All other
grants will be funded. In the event that the grant which is being appealed, there are monies which

have not been allocated in the fund available, then all grants shall be funded and the appealed grant
shall be held until a final decision is made by the committee as a whole within 30 days. Commissioner
McKay 2nd the motion. Commissioner Cox for further discussion when it states monies in the fund that
are not allocated, he thinks that the public wants them to spend all the money each year. How is the
commission going to determine what monies to spend and what monies to give away? Commissioner
Lambert states that it is normal for the grant call, the original statement requesting grants to tell a
person how much money will be issued and how much is available and that is the key point. It should
be broken down within the grant call for each sub category. Commissioner Cox states that he
understands but asks when the grant call is placed, will they put it out for the total amount of money
that is available in the fund and the rest as whatever money is in the fund January 1st is the amount of
money they have for the coming year. Won't the commission put all of that money available for grants?
Commissioner Jackson states that yes we would but if there is $500,000.00 in there and five people
ask for grants for $80,000.00 there is going to be money left over. It will never come down to the
exact math. The commission has made the provision that if there is money left in the account they
would be able to fund everyone except for the excluded grants, but if there is not money then
everyone in the category will be on hold until the money is reallocated. Commissioner Cox states that
if the commission only gets five grants for $80,000.00 then everyone will be funded and there be no
appeal. The only time there will be an appeal is if we run out of money in a particular category.
Commissioner Lambert states that there is 90 days between the times of the grant call that they will
receive a quarter of the annual income to provide a buffer.
Commissioner Cox calls for the vote
The motion passes unanimously.
Application Rules
1.
Applicants MUST submit a complete application (1 original, 2, copies, and 1 electronic
copy) with all necessary attachments as listed below.
Commissioner Lambert makes a motion that Application Rules 1. Applicants must submit a complete
application, 1 original, 2 copies and 1 electronic copy with all necessary attachments. To be the
supported language for regulations and any additional language may be added in the guidebook.
Commissioner Griggs 2nd the motion.
Commissioner Cox calls for vote.
The motion passes unanimously.
3.
Due to the high number of applications, any application that is found not to be complete
will be set aside and not scored.
4.
An attempt will be made by the scoring committee to contact the applicant to get a
complete application, however ALL applications MUST be complete and turned in by 12:01 AM
December 1st.
Commissioner Lambert makes the motion to strike item #3 and keep item #4. Commissioner Griggs
thought the motion on item 1 deleted #2 - #5. Commissioner Lambert agrees that he was right. Mr.
Hastings states that is reading of #1, it states attachments listed below but items #2 through #6 do not
read as a list of attachments. Items #2 through #6 are separate items to be considered. Commissioner
Griggs stated that was his confusion. Commissioner Cox states that they will possibly change the
guidebook following the regulations but in needs to be in regulations what the packet must include. He
can agree to striking #3 and including it in #4 if an incomplete application is received and attempt will
be made. But, as agreed to in #1, all applications must be complete before they can continue on in

the process. If the committee does not put something in the regulations as to the definition of
complete is there will not be anything to fall back on later. Mr. Hastings states that item #3, #4 and #5
can be combined but they each contain an element that is needed. Commissioner Griggs makes the
motion that item #3 to read. "An attempt will be made by the scoring committee to contact the
applicant to get a complete application; however all applications must be complete and turned in by
the noticed deadline. Commissioner Lambert 2nd the motion.
Commissioner Cox calls for the vote.
The vote passes unanimously.
5.
An application packet MUST include a description of the project and the site,
justification for the need and demand for the project, cost estimates, budgets (that are
clearly defined and specific), and all supporting documentation necessary. (i.e. maps, photos,
design drawings, specifications, proof of ownership).
6.
The electronic copy MUST be in 1 (one) PDF file format that can be used for electronic
distribution to all active commissioners, advisers, staff, public and the NCOHV website. If
possible the file should not exceed 25MB.
Commissioner Griggs makes the motion that item #4 and #5 are to remain the same. Commissioner Cox
asks if item #6 can be added. Commissioner Lambert asks for a friendly amendment to add item #6.
Commissioner Griggs accepts.
Commissioner Cox calls for the vote.
The motion passes unanimously.
Match item descriptions
In-Kind Match
An In-Kind match is the donation of a product, service or cash used to complete the
project. An In-Kind match is not required; however is encouraged.
Grantees are encouraged to supply their “in-house” engineering, design, labor, and equipment
costs as an In-Kind match. If this is not practical, these are also allowable costs for
reimbursement.
All items used for match must be described in the grant agreement and must be documented
upon the completion of the project. The following are types of match that can be used to
match reimbursable funds:
1.
Force Account is the use of the applicant’s staff (labor) and/or equipment.
Documentation of force account labor must include the name of each worker, dates worked,
hourly rate of pay, number of hours worked, total cost and work accomplished.
2.
Donated Material that is submitted as match may not exceed the cost of the materials
or the market price at the time they were charged to the project, whichever is less. An
invoice marked “donation,” or a gift letter from the donor must be retained as documentation
of the donation.
3.
Contract Services may be submitted as match. When an employer, other than the
grantee, furnishes the services of an employee, these services are valued at the employee’s
regular rate of pay (benefits are not included). These services must be for the same skill for
which the employee is normally paid. Documentation must include the employee’s name,
dates worked, hourly rate, and number of hours worked, total cost, and work accomplished.
4.
Volunteer Labor may be used for match. Rates must be consistent with the rate
regularly paid by the grantee for similar work. Documentation must include name, dates

worked, hourly rate, and number of hours worked, total donated cost, and work
accomplished. For FY 2014, the rate is $22.00 per hour.
Commissioner Cox states that this section came straight out of the guidebook and was not challenged
at the last meeting. Commissioner Lambert makes the motion to accept the Match item descriptions
and In-Kind Match as provided in Mr. Cox's draft. Commissioner Griggs 2nd the motion.
Commissioner Cox calls for the vote
The motion passes unanimously.
Bidding Process
The grantee must follow all applicable local, state and/or federal laws pertaining to the
expenditure of funds. Proof of Invitation to Bid, contracts and any other pertinent
documentation must be retained by the grantee. Likewise, all local, state and federal permits
required for construction projects must be acquired by the grantee before grant monies can
be disbursed.
The grantee must obtain 3 (three) bids from within the state of Nevada if possible. Whenever
practical grantee shall go with the lowest bid.
Commissioner Cox asks if this is already spelled out in the NRS and it is redundant by adding it in here.
Commissioner Jackson adds that if it is in the NRS, then you can just to go the NRS language and
repeat that in the regulations. Commissioner Lambert makes a motion to proceed and use the process
available for bidding for equipment to the regular state program and put that into regulations.
Commission Jackson asks for a point of clarification, does that mean if they change the program for
the state, we would automatically follow that. Commission Lambert agrees. Commissioner Griggs 2nd
the motion.
Commissioner Cox calls for the vote.
The motion passes unanimously.
Eligible project cost
Employee services of seasonal and non-permanent staff hired specifically for this grant. Duties
that are covered include on the ground field work.
Permanent staff salary is an eligible cost, but it MUST be for project work only. This includes
planning, development of projects tasks and time lines, supervision, and field work.
Youth programs and youth-oriented projects
Consultant services
Supplies, materials and tools for the grant project
Signs and interpretive aids
Construction, reconstruction and maintenance work of trails
Construction of bridges, railings, ramps, fences and retaining structures
Bank stabilization, re-vegetation, and erosion control
Rehabilitation of closed trails or damage areas since the start of the registration program
NRS490
Trailhead development including parking lots, restrooms and related facilities
Education and outreach
Equipment for snow trail grooming
Safety, education, and user information programs
Trail planning
Feasibility and trail use studies, management plans for shared trails, inventory, and analysis
of existing and proposed trails.

Food for volunteers working on the project
Environmental reviews
Commissioner Lambert makes the motion to accept Eligible Cost as written in the draft
document. Commission Griggs 2nd the motion.
Commissioner Cox calls for the vote.
The motion passes unanimously.
NON-Eligible Cost
Cost that are expended that are not included in the project budget and submitted with the
grant application
Volunteer insurance
Expenses related to the promotion of the organization or fund raising
Flyers, brochures and publications
Printing
Time and services associated with writing the grant
Facilities that are ornamental and do not have direct benefit to trial users
General overhead cost or taps, (example, cost to support the organization)
Marketing and advertising
Postage
Vehicle maintenance
Mileage (for governmental agencies and districts)(mileage for non-profits is allowed)
Depreciation on vehicles, tools and equipment used for the grant
Food for banquets or alcohol
Team building or bonding
Commissioner Jackson stated that last time it was brought up in regards to not paying for equipment
that will last 20 years. Commissioner Griggs stated for discussion, the commission will not purchase
someone a truck but will grant them the value of rent for the truck for the period of the grant process.
Commissioner Jackson asks if he will include equipment purchased law enforcement. Commissioner
Griggs stated that he did not think so, that should be excluded. Commissioner Lambert states that he
is troubled by that statement. There is some heavy equipment used to build trails, the little doser used
to build trails is about $80,000.00 and there needs to more of those in the north and in the south. We
will not be able to fund them to own them, they will have to be leased or the grantee will have to
lease them. Commissioner Jackson asks if this would extend to trailers. Someone may have a trailer
for clean up but also use the trailer for other projects that the commission may be interested in or
affiliated with. Commissioner Cox states that not everything needs to be excluded. Some of the intent
of this was not to pay for insurance for volunteers, fliers, brochures and publications. They will not pay
for services associated with writing the grant, facilities that are ornamental and are not a benefit of
trail users, vehicle maintenance, only pay mileage (but not to government agencies that already get
reimbursed), food for banquets, but will allow for food while completing work. Commissioner Griggs
states that the point about the trailer and doser and they should be able to do that. His point is when
someone applies to purchase a truck or something along those lines, and only uses for one year of the
grant process. Commissioner Jackson states that his stance is that it will be dealt with on a case by
case basis. The commission could cut people back on this type of issue and it could be put into the
guide book. Commissioner Griggs agrees to that. Commissioner Griggs suggests instead of mileage for
non profit is allowed, use the wording mileage for Non-government organization is allowed.
Commissioner Cox states to strike the line flyers, brochures publications and printing, marketing and
advertising. Those are all things we want to allow. We want to allow postage. Commissioner Griggs
makes a motion that under non-eligible cost we strike fliers, brochures, and publications. We strike

postage. We change mileage for non profits to mileage for nongovernmental organizations is allowed
and pass the rest as written. Commissioner Lambert asks for a friendly amendment, he would like to
leave printing in there because it ties itself to brochures and publications. Need to leave postage in
there because it ties itself to us convincing people to buy stickers. They need to be deleted from the
list. Commissioner Griggs agrees. Commissioner Lambert 2nd the motion.
Commissioner Cox calls for the vote.
The motion passes unanimously.
Application Fee
There will not be a fee charged for submitting a grant application.
Commissioner Jackson states to strike this line. The line is redundant; the commission will not be
charging an application fee. Commissioner Cox stated that there was conversation previously on
whether or not the commission would be charging. So, if it is not in regulation it could come up again
in the future. Commissioner Jackson states that they need a regulation that states that they can. If
there is no regulation stating that they can, we don't need one that states cannot. Commissioner
Griggs for discussion, he thought that they had discussed, to be determined by commission, leaving the
options open down the road. Commissioner Lambert states that if it is not spoken to then it, it would
leave the option open to do it in the guide book at some further point. Commissioner Lambert makes a
motion to strike application fee. Commissioner Griggs 2nd the motion.
Commissioner Cox calls for the vote.
The motion passes unanimously.
Grant Awards Disbursement of Funds
Except as provide herein, the commission shall authorize disbursement of funds allocated to a
project on a reimbursement basis. This means that the grantee shall initially pay all project
cost and then seek reimbursement through the commission.
In some cases the commission may decide to pay for the cost of equipment, materials, and
other such costs as the commission deems appropriate directly to the supplier on behalf of the
grantee. This will ease the burden on grantees.
After the grants are selected, an agreement between the commission and the grantee will be
completed. You are required to submit any additional information requested in the award
letter and finalize the agreement within 90 days after receipt of the grant award letter.
The finalized agreement will identify an “end” date of the project. Applicants have 2 years to
complete the project.
Commissioner Griggs makes a motion to change the last sentence to read, "the finalized agreement will
identify the end date of the project. Applicants must complete their project by the end date” and
leave the rest as written. Commissioner Lambert makes a friendly amendment, "The final agreement
will identify an end date to the project. Applicants will have 2 years to achieve substantial completion
of the project." Commissioner Griggs agrees. Commissioner Lambert 2nd the motion.
Commissioner Cox calls for the vote.
The motion passes unanimously.
6. PUBLIC COMMENT
Carson City
Larry Caulkins; Nevada 4 Wheel Drive Association - In regards to the posting of the score cards on the
website being posted for 15 days. Once the score cards are record, the number of days they are posted

does not matter. They could be posted for 10 years; there is no need to remove them from the
website. Commissioner Lambert stated they were not going to remove them after 15 days but that
they would be posted for a minimum of 15 days. Mr. Caulkins thanks the commission for listening to
the input of the OHV community and they are happy so far of the outcome of this meeting.
Scott Gerz; Nevada Trail Stewards - He feels the meeting went very well and thanks the commission for
making more of a workshop then they were expecting. One suggestion he would like to offer, is that
there seems to be a lot of discrepancy between the motions and how they are actually worded and
phrased. A lot of commissions and committees have gone to written motions and require written
motions and that could be something dictated to Kim and have her read it back as the motion is being
made. Something to look at in the future.
Commissioner Cox would like a motion to pass these regulations onto the commission so that they can
deal with it in a full commission meeting. Commissioner Lambert makes the motion to forward these
recommendations to the overall commission on May 29, 2014 for their approval to be forwarded to the
LCB.
Commissioner McKay 2nd the motion.
Commissioner Cox calls for the vote.
Motion passes unanimously.
7. ADJOURNMENT
Commissioner McKay makes motion to adjourn the meeting.
Commissioner Lambert 2nd the motion.
Meeting adjourned at 2:32pm

